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RICE Topics

Mayor Holds 100% Meeting: The destruction of any property on the campus of Rice or the taking of any articles during the academic year will be considered a crime. Bribery and similar offenses should be brought to the attention of the police immediately.

The regulations at the old Student Hotel have placed the student body on the honor system. A deposit of $50 will be required by students who apply for rooms. This deposit will be returned to them when they leave the hotel.

New Chapel Will Be Big Addition

FRANZ NAMED TO SUCCEED BENNETT

Captain Marie Comstock, of El Camino, Texas, who leads the Rice Owls on the football field, has been named to succeed Bennett, the popular and energetic football coach.

The new coach, who has been selected by the student body, is not only a skillful football player but also a versatile athlete. He has won many games as a member of the Rice Owls football team.

The new coach has promised to give the Owls a new lease on life. He has already begun work on the team, and the Owls are looking forward to a successful season.

The new coach has been chosen by the student body after a careful and exhaustive survey of the candidates. He is the only candidate who has the qualifications required for the position.

The new coach has been given the necessary tools to succeed. He has a large and enthusiastic following, and he is expected to lead the Owls to new heights of success.
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The new coach has been chosen by the student body after a careful and exhaustive survey of the candidates. He is the only candidate who has the qualifications required for the position.
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THE SPIRIT OF ENTUSIASM.

September 15, 1922, four hundred freshmen registered at Rice Institute. On the following day twenty-two of the new men signed up for courses.

The spirit with which they entered Rice evinced the spirit of entusiasm.

RICE VERSUS UNIVERSITY.
The Constitution of the United States has been in existence since 1787. Since 1787, when eleven of the original states adopted its ten amendments, the Constitution has been amended and changed countless numbers of times. The Constitution itself could not be changed that it is but a bare similitude of the original work.

RICE STUDES SPONSOR RICE STARS TO PLAY IN Y TOURNEY
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New Football Coach

Pots Pug and Fight Into Rice Lineups

"You called me. You have need of us. You should have been a year earlier in this." Coach follows letter there. Rice.

Claude Rothgeb, the new Rice line coach, was introduced yesterday into the line candidates and pep into pep there, Nami.

"Flix" if reports are to be believed.

COLLEGE men and business men insist that their clothes shall have the important essentials—

Style

And this essential is foremost in the minds of men who demand that their clothes shall have the value of

Service and Comfort

A dozen years' experience in supplying young men's clothes is our guarantee Nathan's Fall Suits have the Tailoring that will meet with your approval.

$34.75

$38.75

GROWING IN SIZE—GROWING IN SERVICE

Doubling our floor space—Doubling our Service to our Customers.

The Rice Special

Here's the new official Rice Buckle.

Beautiful design & workmanship by Sweeney.

Come in and get yours.

$2.50

"The Shop For Rice Men"

The Bluebell

The Rice Special Sandwiches

Chicken Tamales

Etc.

The WARWICK BARBER SHOP

TONSORING EXPERTS

We Cater To Students

WARWICK HOTEL

MARTEL-MARKS CO.

450 Main Street

B. STREET

We Welcome You Back To Rice---

To the old students and to the new, we extend our most sincere welcome. The ambition of this institution is to serve an individualized group of college men—and to secure for them an exclusive character of clothes appropriate for college life.

This store enjoys the privilege of serving the major part of the Rice Student Body only because they can secure the type of clothes here not to be found in any other store in Houston.

You Are Cordially Invited to Make This Store Your Uptown Headquarters

GUARANTY NATIONAL BANK

510 Main Street

HOUSTON, TEXAS

Barrett's

812 MAIN STREET

HOUSTON, TEXAS
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KUPPENHEIMER

GOOD CLOTHES

LEOPOLD & PRICE

SOUTH TEXAS COMMERCIAL NATIONAL BANK

If you have an account here, you don't have to go to a Fortune Teller to have your fortune forstited.

LEVY BROS DRY GOODS CO.

—An Institution of Service

For Over Forty Years!

SOUTH TEXAS COMMERCIAL NATIONAL BANK

If you have an account here, you don't have to go to a Fortune Teller to have your fortune forstited.